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Elvira666 [wrote]:  
“... Anything else you will be told is jewish disinformation.”  
 
Δυσδαιμόνα Διαμαντής [wrote]:  
“I agree with you! Also those pseudo-nazis were totally brainwashed and their leaders 
were directly ordered to threaten and attack Hungarians too who have been living in 
Ukraine because of treaty of Trianon...”  
 
 
UPDATE: MARCH 1 2022  
 
These "Nazi" organizations are only shill jewish organizations and that should be 
obvious. A jew sitting on a literal chair in Ukraine, wouldn't at any cost allow any real 
"Nazis" to roam a country, arm themselves, and become like a literal Taliban inside 
Ukraine. They clearly made these on their own.  
 
These were probably on the bankroll, or the creation of another function, such as the 
Western Agencies, or even Russia. It cannot be that they would allow this. They also 
used them as pretext to go in and to cause ruins. The "De-Nazification" simply means 
((("stop these shills that we ourselves created"))), from doing what we instructed them to 
do. That was the primary pretext for the first invasion. 
 
Watching also the "Zelensky" videos, honestly, this is some real tier of stupid shit for 
trolling. These videos appear to be literally fake [especially those in the front]. You 
cannot literally stream with a smartphone your own face as the president on the side of 
the Parliament, and the Spetsnaz units which seek you as the highest importance target 
[supposedly] for capture, cannot find you through the phone signal. These videos look 
shot from 6 months earlier.  
 
National leaders taking selfies and streaming on Instagram... And Bin Laden and others 
literally couldn't hide 1 mile beneath the ground with 80's technology, and they were 
found with infrared. 
 
But wait, Zelensky is here fighting the enemy superpower and taking selfies, he's a hero 
that takes selfies and went skiing two days before the literal invasion while having the 
National Security level at about below zero, as if literally allowing the invasion to go in.  
 
Jews are creating a Netflix series in front of our very eyes. They have caused a war for 
literally no reason whatsoever, just to kill people and to agitate global order in 
accordance to the Great Reset monster plan.  

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=328989&p328989


 
The problem is, REAL people and REAL civilians do die, and real lives get destroyed - all 
for NOTHING.  
 
All of this is literally a Jewish Circus that legitimately is getting people killed left and right, 
only to usher the "Great Reset" and accelerate the downfall of the West and other things 
they want to go down.  
 
_________________ 
 
 
ORIGINAL POST:  
 
Sun Feb 27, 2022 2:31 am  
 
As one can imagine, a lot of "news" and other things we think we know about this conflict 
are not true. Therefore, consider and share information in the comments here, in case 
you have observed something different or particular things are off.  
 
The situation is not only a tragedy, but we are being told lies and more lies by the media. 
Look what the Jewish media has done with Co-Vid. One can imagine, what falsehoods 
and lies of the media [they promote their own agenda] can do at such a delicate time for 
world balance.  
 
It makes one think, back in WW2, how are we so sure that Hitler was this or that, or 
anyone for that liking, when even compared to the "Era of Information", we have such 
limited knowledge of real facts behind an event?  
 
Even nowadays with the internet, it has become really weird, even difficult, to find TRUE 
information.  
 
What about back then? When information was so strictly controlled. How easy was it to 
write falsehood and write history as a winner back then? Chances are, extremely easy.  
 
From numerous conflicting claims and reports, the situation on why this occurred 
remains unclear. We are talking about the basic reasons pertaining to the event, not for a 
larger plan. It appears the larger reasons, are known to world leaders, maybe Putin and 
Joe Biden, Zelensky and others.  
 
The public is, as always, given other false alarms as reasons. The West for example, is 
not really saying the Truth, and it shows. It's not that Putin one day woke up and decided 
to invade Ukraine because he's an Evil "Nazi". Something else entirely is going on, and 
we are not being told anything.  
 
Certain people do say that Russia did the invasion because they were afraid of Nuclear 
power being used against them over the next months, but also, to "de-militarize" Ukraine 



as they had, they claim, active progress to get into NATO and the prospect of building 
American Military Bases.  
 
That claim, is however a long shot, as a Nation has to even declare about this even 
being in the conversation, let alone being so quick to be made into a plan. Even if we say 
the Russian secret service got information on under the table talks [of which Zelensky is 
famous for doing], it all has to be a multi-faceted decision and couldn't be that simple. 
The above could be real to an extent, but looks like not all the facts.  
 
The above rhetoric says that Russia had to invade to protect its living space from an 
impeding NATO attack closing further and further on their borders. 
 
Putin's claims about "Nazis" and other "Denazification" talk is because of attacks of 
ethnic Russians in Ukraine, or so was this claim, about certain attacks towards Russian 
people close to the borders with Ukraine. These, they claim, had to do with rebel "Nazi" 
[Right winger ethnic nationalist] factions.  
 
Ukraine's president, looks a lot like he is acting around. He is an actor by profession, a 
comedian. He has for years been too overconfident, almost as an actor that literally has 
a script to play, wanting to provoke aggression. 
 
I do not understand how such a big importance target is literally doing selfies in front of 
the Parliament, which is repeatedly reported [maybe falsely] to be surrounded by 
Russian Spetsnaz units and special forces, and hasn't been found yet.  
 
Something doesn't add up here. He is probably not there at all. If he is there, then it 
seems he is purposefully delaying negotiations after his monumental failure to just allow 
the siege to keep going. Kiev will get attacked mercilessly as a result. The people do not 
want to surrender, but his denial to engage into talks and negotiation is making the 
situation harder.  
 
He and his Vice President are literal Jews that have an Israeli passport and were 
probably planted there by the Globalists and Jews to trigger specific events. Agitation of 
Russia seems to have been a literal plan here. The details of this remain unclear to the 
general public, however.  
 
We also here know that this person is a literal Jewish person that could be a Rabbi. We 
are not even talking about a crypto jew here. Let us not forget, that this Jew, also was 
the main proponent in other fake scandals involving Trump and played a pivotal role in 
his replacement with Joe Biden.  
 
On the other hand, Mr. Poroshenko is indeed on the literal arms. How's that for a 
contrast of actual presidents like Zelensky? Knowing jews and their role in triggering 
WW1, one cannot reasonably call this a coincidence.  
 
I want to also remind of people about Jared Kushner and how he was literally itching on 
the Trump administration for all dangerous things that may have led to wars, such as the 



Israeli Embassy in Jerusalem. They just love dragging Nations into wars and upsetting 
them.  
 
About Zelensky, it is difficult to assume that he wasn't doing NATO negotiations under 
the table, or something similar. Still, the attack appears to have been mostly undeserved. 
The entry to the Russian Forces on Chernobyl, is really weird, and strategically 
speaking, they would never bother with the place unless there was something really 
serious going on there.  
 
In regards to Joe Biden, he is the most incompetent leader in possibly the history of the 
United States. He lost a whole Nation to the Taliban [the media dropped silent now as if 
this didn't even happen] and now, he is destroying NATO and his weakness will start a 
war. It is doubtful that any Nation would engage in these moves if Biden was respected 
even on a baseline.  
 
Germany, recently announced, with France, that they are sending armed vehicles and 
other things inside Ukraine. Long story short, if Russia wants to continue this in any 
direction, they can always make a claim that they are helping Ukraine, and that they 
have war with them too or strained relations.  
 
In regards to Finland and Sweden, they were threatened to not join NATO, but the 
situation is, even a fake claim or rumor, might be enough to facilitate more events. With 
the jewish media and opinion makers in control of the transfer of the messages, and with 
the complete lack of independent journalism, we are at high risk of the situation 
continuing.  
 
Through all of this, the only positive assessments of the situation, is that apparently, the 
Russian military is not doing a war of retaliation [i.e., not a war only to kill people and 
only slaughter civilians]. They also do not attack civilians. And on the other hand, the 
Ukrainian people are brave and strong, showing determination.  
 
It is clear however, that Russia has the most powerful military might between the two, 
which hopefully, nobody will allow at full expression, let alone on civilians and random 
people. So far, it appears from the onset, that there are warnings for air raids and other 
moves that generally fall under the idea of warfare, and not senseless retaliatory warfare.  
 
It is bitterly painful and disappointing to see yet another Brother War in the European 
continent. There is so much work to do in this world...  
 
Going to China is sitting on the side lines, doing soft condemnations for Russia, as they 
understand, that the US, even under Biden, has a very powerful military. The Chinese 
Government however is probably looking at this situation and salivating, as three of its 
main antagonists are about to start ripping each other to shreds. Let us not forget, Billy 
Gates, Fauci, and the Chinese Government, authored the most recent meme of "Co-
Vid".  
 



Needless to say, looking behind Nations and claims, we can see that this is all a plan of 
the Globalists. While there appears on the surface to be right and wrong in either side, 
the only real thing is that there is a humanitarian crisis going on for the people of Ukraine 
right now.  
 
Even worse, all these events, "Sanctions" and all these measures the West is taking 
against Russia, are going to be detrimental to possibly all of the Global economy, despite 
of what is expected.  
 
Klaus Schwab and others, after the so called "Pandemic", are also lining up everything 
for claimed Cyberattacks [which COINCIDENTALLY ALSO STARTED OCCURRING 
EXACTLY AT THE VERY SAME TIME WITH THIS WAR], and a list of all their other 
declarations of what will "occur" in order to usher the "Great Reset". The series of these 
events is anything but coincidental, it is planned.  
 
COINCIDENTALLY also, exactly after Jews were getting exposed for doing Co-Vid fraud 
and having exposed whole Nations to catastrophic financial and social realities, oh, look, 
suddenly a war that has the potential to flatten and "Reset" the whole world happens. 
Let's talk about perfect timing...  
 
The strain from treating this stupid "Pandemic" situation as a real war, has many Nations 
financially and in all ways stressed. Currently, the prices for basic goods and necessities 
are skyrocketing, inflation is out of control, and in general, all the pre-planned situations 
for the "Great Reset" are being lined up.  
 
Even the people who doubt there is a plan in all this, that is, only the ignorant who 
haven't read Klaus's works, will have to face now the reality that there is something 
sinister taking place.  
 
We must not forget, the real agenda behind all of this, is that neither of these sides is 
really correct. They are trying to change the world and redistribute things. Winners and 
losers will come out of this, but every winner in the end will be a loser if the enemy has 
their way.  
 
In the end of the day, the pretexts and the general plan remains the same, and people 
have to be vigilant against the enemy as a whole, not only specifically. We have to 
remember, that we are living and seeing a series of events in a larger plan.  
 
Everyone must insist here and do DAILY the protection workings for Ukrainian or 
Russian brothers and sisters. Even if they are caught in the jaws of fate, they don't 
deserve any of this. 
 
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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